
Class :II  Marks : 80 
I. Underline the Correct spelling : 10 

1. Circket  / Cricket

2. Celebrate / Celeberate

3. Pictur / Picture

4. Baeutiful / Beautiful

5. Doctar / Doctor

6. Calendar / Calender

7. Fourlty / Forty

8. Flower / Flowar

9. Phark / Park

10. Bdirs / Birds

II. Fill in the Blanks with Prepositions. 5 

1. Let us meet _________ four ‘O’ Clock (at/me)

2. I went for a picnic __________ Sunday  (Under/On)

3. I will meet aunt ___________ 7 ‘O’ clock (in /at)

4. The children _____ this class are 8 years old  (above / in )

5. I found the key __________ the phone (under / between)

III. Rewrite the jumbled words to form sentences : 4 

1. Listen carefully / please / to teacher / your

2. Bandaged its / leg and / the / gave it / Medicine

3. Said / leg / the dog’s / was hurt /the vet

4. Bath / before / I have to / going / school to

IV. Write the correct conjunction in the following sentences : 10 

1. Saanvi will go to Mysore she wants to meet her aunt (because / but)

2. Anita is tall (or/but) her brother is short

3. Would you like tea (or/but) coffee

4. Rahul is thin (but/ or) he is very strong

5. The peacock is a beautiful (and / or) a Graceful bird

V. Write one word for the following phrases the first letter of each words is

given: 5 

1. Green part of a tree ___L

2. Waiting to eat ___h

3. A Person who acts ___a

4. Bee collect this ___h

5. An animal that gives us wool ___s
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VI. A. Use an , is, are, was, or and were to fill the blanks given below. 5 

1. Last year I _____ in class I.

2. They _____ studying when I entered the room.

3. I _____ a student of class 2

4. Nobody _______ absent today.

5. Dogs _____ faithful animal.

B. Fill in the blanks with past tense form of the verb given below: 5 

( Buy , bring , ring , come, take)

1. Zebin ____ out of the house.

2. Father _______ the  Car home.

3. Rahul’s father ________ a new car.

4. The  driver _____ the car home

5. Watch man _____ the bell.

C. Write the past tense form of the verb given below: 5 

1. Cook

2. Help

3. Bark

4. Open

5. Finish

VII. A.     Write the plurals of the singular nouns in brackets and complete the

sentences. 10 

1. All the (Man ) ______ and Woman _____clapped for the Singer

2. The (cat)_____ at the farm love to eat (Mouse) ______

3. The farmer took all the (goose)_______ and (Ox)   _____  into the animal

shelter.

4. Children should wash  their (foot) _______ and brush their (tooth ) ______

before bed time.

5. The teacher told the (Pupil)______ to keep their (Book)_________ on the

table.

B. Write the other gender of : 5 

1. Dog

2.Deer

3.Peacock

4.brake

5. Bull

VIII. A. Write the correct Pronouns in the blanks to replace the underlined nouns.

.     5 

1. Rahul and Ankur like to play volley ball.

2. Monica stood first in her class.

3. Nibin came to school today.

4. Deeksha and I study in the same school

5. The dog wags its tail when the dog in happy
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B. Fill in the blanks by choosing suitable adjectives from those given in the

. bracket. 5 

1. The box in very __________  (heavy \ young)

2. The giraffe has a ____________ neck (long \ short)

3. When it rains the road get ___________ (dry \ muddy)

4. Delhi is a ________ city  (round  \ big)

5. In winter, we like to have __________ drink (Cold \ hot)

IX. Rewrite the following sentences using the short forms of the underlined

words. 3 

1. Shamita is not well. She is feeling very cold.

2. I am also leaving fort the hospital.

3. I will have to take a taxi.

X. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the suitable words from the

pair  given in brackets.                     8

1. Raju was talking to _________ strangers (two / too)

2. I cant ________ you (see / sea)

3. _________ went to bed at 8 ‘O’ clock (eye / I )

4. Soon we will _________ the bell (here / hear)

5. He turned _______ at the corner (write / right)

6. They lost ________ pet (their / there )

7. Anita _____ the race (Won / one)

8. The hunter was arrested for killing a _____ (deer / dear)
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